A number of methods for the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) measurement employing a temporal or spectral domain interferometry and stabilization via feedback controlled modulation of the pump power have been developed in recent years. Locking of the carrier-envelope phase offset in mode-locked Ti:Sapph oscillators using feedback schemes has been demonstrated more than a decade ago [1, 2] , however the CEP-locked solidstate oscillators based on the ytterbium doped active elements appeared much later [3, 4] .
The CEP-stable laser pulses were used to pump the BBO-based OPA and produce the seed for it through continuum generation. The phase perturbations arising in this OPA were compensated to large extent by measuring the CEP at the output of the OPA and sending the feedback signal to the pump diodes of the oscillator. In this case the phase noise of 220 mrad has been measured ( Fig. 1 (b) ). This CEP stabilization approach is expected to be promising for the minimizing of the phase drift in CEP-stable multistage high energy OPCPA systems.
The passive OPA idler pulse CEP stabilization has been performed in case of seeding the OPA with continuum generated by the laser second harmonic. The phase variation due to the changes in environment conditions was minimized by the implementation of the slow feedback loop to control the temporal delay between the pump and seed pulses. As a result, the long-term CEP-stable OPA operation with phase error as low as 70 mrad over 6 hours was demonstrated.
